Google chairman hopes for France tax deal soon
5 November 2012

Google chairman Eric Schmidt, pictured here in Paris in October 2012, said Monday he hopes his firm will reach a settlement "by the end of the year" with authorities in France in a billion-dollar dispute over taxes.

According to Paris-based news weekly Canard Enchaine, French tax authorities have made a billion-euro ($1.3 billion) claim against Google over financial transfers between Google's Irish holding company and its French unit for four tax years.

Google France told AFP this week that it had received no such tax claim, and that it complies with tax laws in all the countries in which it operates.

According to court documents, a Paris appeals court has rejected a request from Google to invalidate the search and seizure of documents by French tax authorities.

According to the court decision dated August 31, the French tax authorities believe that "the company Google Ireland Limited in practice carries out commercial activities in France using the human and material resources of the company Google France, without making the corresponding tax declarations."

Google reduces the amount of tax it pays in France by funneling most revenue through a Dutch-registered intermediary then to a Bermuda-registered holding Google Ireland Limited, before reporting it in low-tax Ireland.
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